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Classic Forms are Reborn with Caracole Introductions at April Market
Classically inspired collection make it easy to create effortlessly glamorous interiors

Greensboro, N.C., April 18, 2017 – Boasting classically inspired silhouettes and sophisticated details, Caracole’s newest
designs offer broad appeal. With 25 whole-home introductions debuting at the April High Point Furniture Market, Caracole
combines the refined look of classic forms with modern influences. The result is extraordinary.
“This spring, Caracole Classic is debuting fresh sophisticated looks that are both on-trend and timeless,” says Scott Smith,
president and CEO. “We continue to build upon and expand our best-selling designs to create a lifestyle approach that makes
it easy to create effortlessly glamorous interiors. This whole-home collection is dramatic, elegant and full of must-see pieces.”
Caracole’s newest introductions feature dramatic styles in unique figured veneer tones accented with a Soft Silver Leaf
finish and jewelry-like details. Fretwork patterns add a traditional element to contemporized silhouettes that are undeniably
glamorous. Each unique profile offers a subtlety of shape and form born of refinement. From the Stylized Sleigh bed to tapered
ferrules, acrylic legs, and mother of pearl, stone and silver capiz shell accents—it’s a direction that’s dramatic yet ageless.
A few of the finishes highlighting these debuts include: Silver Fox, a cool, soft, silver-grey tone finish on bleached and dyed
swirl mahogany; Moonlit Sand, a silver woodtone created with dyed figured curly maple; and Midnight Maple, a grey-black
wood tone created with dyed figured curly maple.
Must-see introductions this market include:

Ice Breaker Chair: Here’s a chair that’s sure to become a topic of conversation.
Its custom-designed pierced metal frame offers a modern honeycomb design and
is finished in Lightly Brushed Chrome. A rich charcoal fabric adds elegant styling
and sumptuous comfort. Its geometric simplicity and plush textural appeal will
add visual interest to any space.
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Stands Alone: Shapely and sophisticated, this oval case piece elevates
storage to new heights. Its balanced oval silhouette is finished on all sides,
rendering it a lovely addition to any space. A Silver Fox finish accentuates
its Silver Swirl mahogany veneers, and its bead moulding and legs are finished with Soft Silver Leaf. Six generously sized drawers feature teardrop
pulls while curved, touch-latch end doors open on each side to reveal an
interior shelf.
Shell It Like It Is: Capturing the beauty of nature, this stunning piece
offers a modern organic aesthetic. Its two drawer fronts and end panels
boast exquisite Silver Capiz Shell and are framed in Soft Silver Leaf. In
bold contrast, its top is finished in Midnight Maple over Black Curly
Maple veneers and provides an ideal surface for displaying a vase or
favorite finds. Each shapely leg wears a Soft Silver Leaf finish and is
capped with a metal ferrule.
Post To Post: A clear standout, this end table has dramatic presence.
Place it next to a sofa or chair for guaranteed ‘wow’ factor. Its bold Midnight Maple finish highlights Black Curly Maple veneers and is trimmed
with bead moulding in Soft Silver Leaf while shapely acrylic front legs add
a mix of materials and contrast. A center drawer offers hidden storage and
is accented with a sparkling pull reminiscent of a diamond solitaire.
Come Full Circle: This button-tufted beauty offers inimitable style. Its
shapely silhouette features a decorative metal frame with an open
pattern of connecting circles—the symbol of no beginning and no end. A
Whisper of Gold finish highlights its one-of-a-kind frame, and complements
the Ivory fabric of its tufted, upholstered back and seat. With perfect proportions, the sofa is finished with fashion-inspired legs.

###
ABOUT CARACOLE
A leader in both style and quality, Caracole delivers distinctive designs with high-style at an exceptional value. Known for its
unique materials, rich finishes and on-trend fabrics, the whole-home furniture manufacturer offers a variety of stylish product
portfolios designed to fit today’s homes and lifestyles. These include Caracole Classic, Caracole Modern, Caracole Signature,
Compositions, and Caracole Couture Custom Upholstery.
Available to both the trade and designers, Caracole shows at the High Point Furniture Market in two locations: the new Caracole Boutique at 330 N. Hamilton and its primary showroom in the IHFC -C500. For more information, visit caracole.com.
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Caracole Classic Ice Breaker Chair
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Caracole Classic Stands Alone
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Caracole Classic Shell It Like It Is
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Caracole Classic Post To Post
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